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Human derived data



Structuring data for analysis

• Guiding principle
– “Someone unfamiliar with your project should be able to look 

at your computer files and understand in detail what you did 
and why.”

• Research reality
– "Everything you do, you will have to do over and over again” 

– Murphy’s law



Structuring data for analysis

Poor organizational choices lead to 
significantly slower research progress

“Your primary collaborator is yourself six months from 
now, and your past self doesn’t answer e-mails.”



First step - Organization



Now what?



I guess this is alright



Which one is the most recent?



Another (bad) common approach



A possible solution



Suggested best practices

• There is a folder for the raw data, which do not get altered, or intermixed 
with data that is the result of manual or programmatic manipulation. I.e., 
derived data is kept separate from raw data, and raw data are not 
duplicated.

• Code is kept separate from data.

• Use a version control system (at least for code) – e.g. git

• There is a scratch directory for experimentation. Everything in the scratch 
directory can be deleted at any time without negative impact.

• There should be a README in every directory, describing the purpose of the 
directory and its contents.

• Use file naming schemes that makes it easy to find files and understand 
what they are (for humans and machines)

• Use non-proprietary formats – .csv rather than .xlsx

• Etc…



Version control

• What is it?
– A system that keeps records of your changes
– Allows for collaborative development
– Allows you to know who made what changes and when
– Allows you to revert any changes and go back to a previous state

• Several systems available
– git, RCS, CVS, SVN, Perforce, Mercurial, Bazaar
– git

• Command line & GUIs
• Remote repository hosting

– GitHub, Bitbucket, etc



Suggested best practices

• There is a folder for the raw data, which do not get altered, or intermixed 
with data that is the result of manual or programmatic manipulation. I.e., 
derived data is kept separate from raw data, and raw data are not 
duplicated.

• Code is kept separate from data.

• Use a version control system (at least for code) – e.g. git

• There is a scratch directory for experimentation. Everything in the scratch 
directory can be deleted at any time without negative impact.

• There should be a README in every directory, describing the purpose of the 
directory and its contents.

• Use file naming schemes that makes it easy to find files and understand 
what they are (for humans and machines)

• Use non-proprietary formats – .csv rather than .xlsx

• Etc…



File naming

• Three principles
1. Machine readable
2. Human readable
3. Plays well with default ordering

NO
myabstract.docx
Joe’s Filenames Use Spaces and Punctuation.xlsx
figure 1.png
fig 2.png
JW7d^(2sl@deletethisandyourcareerisoverWx2*.txt

YES
2014-06-08_abstract-for-sla.docx
joes-filenames-are-getting-better.xlsx
fig01_scatterplot-talk-length-vs-interest.png
fig02_histogram-talk-attendance.png
1986-01-28_raw-data-from-challenger-o-rings.txt



Suggested best practices

• There is a folder for the raw data, which do not get altered, or intermixed 
with data that is the result of manual or programmatic manipulation. I.e., 
derived data is kept separate from raw data, and raw data are not 
duplicated.

• Code is kept separate from data.

• Use a version control system (at least for code) – e.g. git

• There is a scratch directory for experimentation. Everything in the scratch 
directory can be deleted at any time without negative impact.

• There should be a README in every directory, describing the purpose of the 
directory and its contents.

• Use file naming schemes that makes it easy to find files and understand 
what they are (for humans and machines)

• Use non-proprietary formats – .csv rather than .xlsx

• Etc…



Non-proprietary formats

• A text-based format is more future-safe, than a proprietary binary format by a 
commercial vendor

– Markdown is a nice way of getting nice output from text.
• Simple & readable formating
• Can be converted to lots of different outputs

– HTML, pdf, MS Word, slides etc
– Works nicely with version control systems

• Never, never, never use Excel for scientific analysis!
– Script your analysis – bash, python, R, …



raw and primary data, essentially all input files, never edit!

all code needed to go from input files to final results

documentation for the study 

output files from different analysis steps, can be deleted

logs from the different analysis steps

output from workflows and analyses

temporary files that can be safely deleted or lost

Noble WS (2009) A Quick Guide to Organizing Computational Biology Projects. PLoS Comput Biol 5(7): e1000424. 
http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000424 

Directory structure for a sample project



Still missing something

• Need context → document metadata
– From what was the data generated?
– How do the samples differ?
– What where the experimental conditions?
– Etc



Lab notebooks

• Why?
– You have to understand what you have done
– Others should be able to reproduce what you have done



Lab notes – useful practices

• Put in separate directory (e.g. results, documentation)
• Dated entries
• Entries relatively verbose
• Link to data and code (including versions)

• Point to commands run and results generated
• Embedded images or tables showing results of analysis done
• Observations, Conclusions, and ideas for future work
• Also document analysis that doesn't work, so that it can be understood why 

you choose a particular way of doing the analysis in the end



Where to take down notes

• Paper Notebook
• Word processor program / Text files
• Electronic Lab Notebooks Systems
• 'Interactive' Electronic Notebooks

– e.g. jupyther, R Notebooks in RStudio
– Plain text - work well with version control (Markdown)
– Embed and execute code
– Convert to other output formats

• html, pdf, word

http://jupyter.org/
http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/r_notebooks.html


[1] "1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility". Nature. 533: 452–454
[2] Begley, C. G.; Ellis, L. M. (2012). "Drug development: Raise standards for preclinical cancer research". Nature. 483 (7391): 531–533.

A reproducibility crisis



Summary of the efforts to replicate the published analyses.
Adopted from: Ioannidis et al. Repeatability of published microarray gene expression analyses.
Nature Genetics 41 (2009) doi:10.1038/ng.295

Data not 
available

Software not available

Methods unclear

Different results

Cannot 
reproduce

Can reproduce…

…in principle

…with some discrepancies

…from processed data 
with some discrepancies

…partially with some 
discrepencies

Reproduction of data analyses in 18 articles on microarray-based gene 
expression profiling published in Nature Genetics in 2005–2006:

A reproducibility crisis



Data

Same Different

Code

Same Reproducible Replicable

Different Robust Generalizable

What do we mean by
reproducible research?

Data

Environment

Source code

Results

All parts of a bioinformatics analysis have to be reproducible:



Reproducible Research tutorials

https://nbis-reproducible-research.readthedocs.io/en/course_1803/

https://nbis-reproducible-research.readthedocs.io/en/course_1803/


Data Publishing & Re-use
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EGA-SE

International repositories
ENA, ArrayExpress, PRIDE 

EGA, …

Human data



Why should you make 
research data available 

for others?



Open Access

The practice of providing on-line 
access to scientific information that 

is free of charge to the end-user 
and that is re-usable.



Open Access

• Democracy and transparency
– Publicly funded research data should be accessible to all
– Published results and conclusions should be possible to check by others

• Research
– Enables others to combine data, address new 

questions, and develop new analytical methods
– Reduce duplication and waste

• Innovation and utilization outside research
– Public authorities, companies, and private persons 

outside research can make use of the data
• Citation

– Citation of data will be a merit for the researcher 
that produced it



Open Access to research data

• Strong international movement towards Open Access (OA)

• European Commission recommended the member states to 
establish national guidelines for OA
– Swedish Research Council (VR) submitted proposal to the 

government Jan 2015

• Research bill 2017–2020 – 28 Nov 2016
– “The aim of the government is that all scientific 

publications that are the result of publicly funded research 
should be openly accessible as soon as they are published. 
Likewise, research data underlying scientific publications 
should be openly accessible at the time of publication.” 
[my translation]

• 2018 – VR assigned by the government to coordinate national 
efforts to implement open access to research data 



What is needed for 
others to be able to 
re-use your data?



Data Management Snafu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2zK3sAtr-4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2zK3sAtr-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2zK3sAtr-4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2zK3sAtr-4


FAIR

• To be useful for others data should be
– FAIR - Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable

… for both Machines and Humans

Wilkinson, Mark et al. “The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and 
stewardship”. Scientific Data 3, Article number: 160018 (2016) 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18

DOI: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18


‘We support appropriate efforts to promote open science 

and facilitate appropriate access to publicly funded 

research results on findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable 

(FAIR)’

 



Findable

• Research Data Publishing is a cornerstone of Open Access

• Long-term storage
– Data should not disappear

• Persistent identifiers
– Possibility to refer to a dataset over long periods of time
– Unique
– e.g. DOIs (Digital Object Identifiers)

• Discoverability
– Expose dataset metadata through search functionalities



Persistent identifier for yourself

• ORCID is an open, non-profit, community-driven effort to create and maintain 
a registry of unique researcher identifiers and a transparent method of 
linking research activities and outputs to these identifiers.

• http://orcid.org
• Persistent identifier for you as a researcher

http://orcid.org/


Accessible 

• Best way to make data FAIR
• Domain-specific metadata standards

International public repositories

💡 Strive towards uploading data to its final 
destination already at the beginning of a project



ELIXIR Deposition Database list

https://www.elixir-europe.org/platforms/data/elixir-deposition-databases

https://www.elixir-europe.org/platforms/data/elixir-deposition-databases


“Long-tail data” repositories

• Research data that doesn’t fit in structured data repositories
• Data publication – persistent identifiers
• Metadata submission – not tailored to Life Science

– Affects discoverability
– (Less) FAIR

• Sensitive data a potential issue

• Figshare - https://figshare.com/
• EUDAT - http://eudat.eu/
• Data Dryad - http://datadryad.org/
• Zenodo - http://www.zenodo.org/



Interoperable & Re-useable 
Metadata

• Standards
– Controlled vocabularies / 

Ontologies
• Agreed terms for different 

phenomena



Ontology example



FAIRsharing.org



FAIRsharing.org
(was biosharing.org)



Can you share all types 
of data publicly?

If not, what would be the 
reasons?



48

Personal data



Personal data - Legislation

• GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation 
(Dataskyddsförordningen) + others

• Act concerning the Ethical Review of Research 
Involving Humans (Lag om etikprövning av forskning 
som avser människor)



GDPR

• All kinds of information that is directly or indirectly referable to a 
natural person who is alive constitute personal data

• To process personal data:
– All processing of personal data must fulfil the fundamental principles defined in 

the Regulation, among them are:

• Decide a purpose and stick to it

• Identify the legal basis for data processing before it starts

• Have you defined the purpose and legal basis for handling personal 
data in your project?



GDPR – Sensitive data

• Special categories (Sensitive data)
– … racial or ethnic origin, […] genetic data, […], data concerning 

health … Art. 9 (1)

– Processing is prohibited unless…
• explicit consent is given Art. 9 (2)a
• processing is necessary for scientific research in accordance with 

Article 89(1) based on Union or Member State law which shall be 
proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to 
data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to 
safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of the data 
subject. Art. 9 (2)j

• Member State specific conditions and limitations possible 
for processing of health & genetic data Art. 9 (4)

• Sweden
– Consent?
– Public interest → Ethical review necessary (often includes 

consent)



GDPR – Help

• A Data Protection Officer (dataskyddssombud) 
– The natural person that is responsible for ensuring that the 

organization/company adheres to the GDPR
– Educate
– Audit
– Contact point between organization and Data Protection Agency

GU
https://medarbetarportalen.gu.se/projekt-process/aktu
ella-projekt/dataskyddsforordning

KI
https://ki.se/medarbetare/gdpr-pa-karolinska-institutet  

KTH
https://intra.kth.se/anstallning/anstallningsvillkor/att-va
ra-statligt-an/behandling-av-person/dataskyddsforordn
ingen-gdpr-1.800623  

LiU
https://insidan.liu.se/dataskyddsforordningen/anmalan-
av-personuppgiftsbehandling?l=sv  

LU
https://personuppgifter.blogg.lu.se 

SU
https://www.su.se/medarbetare/organisation-styrning/j
uridik/personuppgifter/dataskyddsf%C3%B6rordninge
n 

UmU
https://www.aurora.umu.se/regler-och-riktlinjer/juridik/
personuppgifter/ 

UU
https://mp.uu.se/web/info/stod/dataskyddsforordninge
n 

https://medarbetarportalen.gu.se/projekt-process/aktuella-projekt/dataskyddsforordning
https://medarbetarportalen.gu.se/projekt-process/aktuella-projekt/dataskyddsforordning
https://ki.se/medarbetare/gdpr-pa-karolinska-institutet
https://intra.kth.se/anstallning/anstallningsvillkor/att-vara-statligt-an/behandling-av-person/dataskyddsforordningen-gdpr-1.800623
https://intra.kth.se/anstallning/anstallningsvillkor/att-vara-statligt-an/behandling-av-person/dataskyddsforordningen-gdpr-1.800623
https://intra.kth.se/anstallning/anstallningsvillkor/att-vara-statligt-an/behandling-av-person/dataskyddsforordningen-gdpr-1.800623
https://insidan.liu.se/dataskyddsforordningen/anmalan-av-personuppgiftsbehandling?l=sv
https://insidan.liu.se/dataskyddsforordningen/anmalan-av-personuppgiftsbehandling?l=sv
https://personuppgifter.blogg.lu.se/
https://www.su.se/medarbetare/organisation-styrning/juridik/personuppgifter/dataskyddsf%C3%B6rordningen
https://www.su.se/medarbetare/organisation-styrning/juridik/personuppgifter/dataskyddsf%C3%B6rordningen
https://www.su.se/medarbetare/organisation-styrning/juridik/personuppgifter/dataskyddsf%C3%B6rordningen
https://www.aurora.umu.se/regler-och-riktlinjer/juridik/personuppgifter/
https://www.aurora.umu.se/regler-och-riktlinjer/juridik/personuppgifter/
https://mp.uu.se/web/info/stod/dataskyddsforordningen
https://mp.uu.se/web/info/stod/dataskyddsforordningen


What about publishing sensitive data?

• EGA – European Genome-phenome Archive
– Repository that promotes the distribution and sharing of genetic 

and phenotypic data consented for specific approved uses but 
not fully open, public distribution.

– All types of sequence and genotype experiments, including 
case-control, population, and family studies.

• Data Access Agreement
– Defined by the data owner

• Data Access Committee – DAC
– Decided by the data owner

“As open as possible, as closed as necessary”



When should you start 
thinking about how to 

manage you data?
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Data Management Plans

Will become a standard part of the research funding application process 

• Data collection - data types and volumes, analysis code
• Data organization - folder and file structure, and naming
• Data documentation - data and analysis, metadata standards
• Data storage - storage/backup/protection & time lines
• Data policies - conditions/licences for using data & legal/ethical issues
• Data sharing - When and How will What data (and code) be shared
• Roles and responsibilities - who’s responsible for what & is competence 

available
• Budget - People & Hardware/Software



Planning ahead

💡 Consider structuring metadata in the format 
needed by the repository already at planning stage



DMP tools

https://ds-wizard.org/https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/

DMPonline ELIXIR Data Stewardship Wizard

https://ds-wizard.org/
https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/


NBIS Data Management support

• Project planning
– Metadata
– File formats
– Licensing
– Data Management Plans

• Data analysis

• Data publication and submission
– Support submissions to public repositories
– Metadata
– DOIs to dataset (if needed)



Take home messages

• Consider doing a Data Management Plan for your project
– How do you ensure that your research output is FAIR?

• Plan for submitting ”raw data” to public repositories as early as 
possible

• Organize project metadata from the start
– In ways that makes it easy to submit to public repositories
– Use available standards

• Pick a thought-through file and folder structure organization for your 
computational analyses

• Strive for reproducibility
– Data & Code

• Be aware that there are legal aspects to processing human data
– Define and document the purpose and legal basis for handling 

personal data in your project
• Ask for help if you need it! 
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